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About This Game

Following a “Fatal Exception Error”, four little all-purpose robots have been considered faulty and have been marked as out-of-
order. They get crazy and start fighting for their survival.

Take their control in the frantic zone and leverage 4 unique stealth mechanics to catch your sly foes off-guard. Don’t be afraid
to use dirty tricks to win amazing 3-minute matches across different game modes, proving that you don’t belong to the e-waste

dump.

Slybots: Frantic Zone is a local multiplayer dual-stick shooter: all players are looking at the same screen, but there are things that
only one of them knows...

Master the art of camouflage and enjoy the adrenalin rush of the most frantic zone you’ve ever seen.

Features List

Local multiplayer with hectic 3-minute matches

Single-player challenges to hone your skills

Different game modes: Deathmatch, Capture the Battery, Endless
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Tight controls for the characters, physics-based mayhem on the environment!

4 ingenious camouflaging mechanics, which can be combined

Dozens of scenarios tailored for the stealth mechanics

Electrifying soundtrack by composer Joakim Karlberg
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Title: Slybots: Frantic Zone
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Team ERROR, Tiny Colossus
Publisher:
Mangatar Games
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP 32bit

Processor: Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: DX9 / Shader Model 2.0 or newer graphics card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Italian,German,Swedish,French
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slybots frantic zone

CON: BETA MOTION BLUR ISSUE
PRO: This Game has a lot of potential, beautifully made, realistic (on one side),
The stable version where you crash land is wonderful, you have the epic struggle, hope and adrenaline pumping sensations.
The Beta side with all the cool things... I started.. wanted to play it like crazy, saw the beauty, but then motion blur hits and you
lose your pizza, can't aim to protect yourself, can't walk through doors or anything that involves movement, but in those few still
moments of the games drunken stupor called motion blur, I was able to move so slowly that I actually got to look around like a
panned picture that a camera had taken, utterly beautiful.
Would definitely play with the motion blur off, but currently the beta side doesn't have the option to turn it off.
With that said, if your willing to be patient for this game, I have good feelings and high hopes.
now if you all will excuse me... my 1 year old has figured out how to take off his diaper and run at the same time.. I got this
game for £0.08 after completing a card set for a much better game. If I were a petty man, if £0.08 were worth my time, I'd
refund it.. if you like variety then you should like this game. I just finished chapter 1 of this game. When am I gonna start on
chapter 2? Good question. Thing is that while this game is fun and enjoyable the game is sort of unfinished. I enjoyed the game
and the characters alot but found it saddening to see that the game has been put on hold. Seeing as they didn't have the founding.
However I still enjoyed the game and would love for more.

I would recommend this game only for those of you who would like a fun and quirky character selection, with a point and
clicker game. The sad things is that the game is saddly still not finished but I am hoping with some support from its community
the game will take of once more.

Also I bought it when it was on sale. Keep this game in mind while a sale is on and buy it and enjoy it.. pretty good game.
Machineers is a fun puzzle game! I really enjoy the vibe of the game and the puzzles are challenging but not so difficult they're
frustrating.. please save me from this anime \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 games i need to be productive. Bejeweled
Deluxe is the game that turned the match-3 genre famous , spawning a number of sequels and clones .
It's a solid and relaxing puzzle game and a must for anyone that enjoys puzzle games .
However it should be noted that the sequels are far superior , whit better graphics and more gameplay modes .
Final score : 6 \/ 10 ( OK )

Full video review :
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=OR07FvAW3DI
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This game is a legend. More stuff!. Equestria 0.2 Alfa test. System being used:
i9-7900X, 1080 and 32 GB RAM

This game is so slow I was falling asleep by the time they even started talking and trying to teach me during the tutorial.

Yes.... seriously. It's THAT BORING.

I don't want to rate it down, but.. really? I won't buy this again, even on sale.

It's just too damn boring! Everything takes SO LONG, even loading the first few screens. Then they want to try to explain 10
dials and levers on a console. It was just bad, lol.

It MIGHT be a good game if you like really, really technical games and zero action. But, not my type of game at all.. Better than
Season 1. It's less repetitive and keeps the same humour. B. so.. it was developed for a mobile phone, that is not that bad in this
case
http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=rEvssydCJ58&feature=youtu.be

what I liked + the story
  + graphics for that years (raw textures)
  + I like crows (people use to say they live for 300 years, but the truth is they reach 75 years old and kinda mysterious
creatures)
what I disliked - the fighting style and controls ( you can see in the video-I didnt realize I have to swipe on monitor) (now that I
found that is a mobile game thats understandable)
  - a mobile game port
  - first I said why crystals, shouldnt be souls that catches the crow ? -but mobile game = crystals -that destroy the originality of
the game

I wanted to "Yes" it, but the fighting is too strange for a pc game, I'll play it again and try to have some fun (not with the
crystals) with the quotations.
Thanks.. I needed 10h for my 1st playthough in Hard difficulty. I chose this game because I was looking for an old fashioned
dungeon crawler after having recently finished a similar game (Fall of the Dungeon Guardians), and was not disappointed, and
will leave positive review (6.5\/10). It cannot fully compete with LoG1+2 or other Indie gems like Fall of the Dungeon
Guardians...

My most important complaint... way too little monsters... I killed all monsters, and did not even get the "kill 100 monster
achievement!", it was less than 80! Not only is that a no-go as an achievement hunter to require multiple parties\/sessions, but it
was also just too little to do! I would at least 2-3x the monster content!!! There was one particular level (minotaurus), which had
only exactely 1 monster in it... and the one before appeared without any monsters until the very end of that level...in other games
the monster count is more like 500!

The game was too short... only 8 levels (the game mentioned before had 20, each larger than here, and same price tag!)

Be aware that in this game, you are taking the tanking approach (unlike LoG)... several reviewers seemed to be annoyed by it, I
actually prefer it that way... and the actual first crawlers all worked like that (as it was turn based movement, there was no
escaping or side-tracking monsters back then)

It is often compared to the big crawlers of today, LoG1+2... rightfully so, and yes, this game cannot keep up.... they have more
traps, more dungeon levels, pressure plates, throwing items\/stones, teleports, outdoor area, more monsters and monster types...
so there is plenty to still improve on, but all that still makes this a good game, its just not in the same league.

The music was nice, as was the atmosphere of the game. So in summary a nice first attempt, worth at a 50% discount (which is
normally and often happening during sales at Steam), but needs to improve to be able to compete with the champions, but also
some other Indie crawlers! Looking forward to a 2nd part!. Played this game before excellent game

just this time i'm unable to play it as it won't run. Suprisingly enjoyable shooter! Singleplayer about 4-5 hours, there's
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multiplayer as well.
Cars, drones, great gameplay. 8/10 GG
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